Droplet size distribution measurement of water in kerosene by the buoyancy weighing-bar method
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Abstract. The buoyancy weighing-bar method (BWM) is a method that requires a simple apparatus set up yet produce the high accuracy result in particle size distribution measurement both settling and floating particles. The principle of this experiment that measurement the density change in a suspension due to particle migration is measured by weighing buoyancy against a weighing bar hung in the suspension, and the particle size distribution is calculated using the length of the weighing bar and the time-course change in the apparent mass of the weighing bar. In this study, the BWM was applied to determine the separation time and droplet size distribution for liquid-liquid systems with the different density. The mixture of 99% of kerosene and 1% of water were used as samples. The data obtained of separation time of water-kerosene mixture by the BWM were analyzed by the gas chromatography, and the droplet size distributions were compared to Coulter counter method. Based on the data obtained, the BWM could be used to determine the optimal time of water-kerosene separation. The BWM also could measure the droplet size distribution of water in kerosene and the data obtained were comparable to that measured by Coulter counter method. Hence, the BWM is a novel method in separation time determination of water-kerosene mixture and droplet size distribution measurement of water in kerosene.

1 Introduction

The buoyancy weighing-bar method (BWM) is a method that requires a simple apparatus set up yet produce the high accuracy result in particle size distribution measurement, for both settling and floating particle. The principle of this method that measurement the density change in a suspension due to particle migration is measured by weighing buoyancy against a weighing bar hung in the suspension, and the particle size distribution (PSD) is calculated using the length of the weighing bar and the time-course change in the apparent mass of the weighing bar. This apparatus consists of an analytical balance with a hook for under-floor weighing, a personal computer, and a weighing bar, which is used to detect the density change of suspension [1-4]. The BWM also could be used to estimate the size distribution measurement of fine particles by using combination with the Rosin-Rammler equation [5]. Obata et al. have reported the measurements of PSD by fluidization in the laminar to turbulent flow region, and one of them can be obtained by a graphical measurement using a fluidization curve [6-8]. The fluidization curve is constructed using the same algorithm as the sedimentation balance method [9].

In this work, the droplet size distribution (DSD) for liquid-liquid systems with the different density would be determined. Some studies have investigated the DSD by using the other methods, such as light scattering method [10], microscope [11], nuclear magnetic resonance [12], etc. These methods could produce highly accurate results within a shorter time, but they require extremely expensive equipment. Hence, a simple and cost-effective method to determine the DSD is highly demanded, that is BWM. Beside the DSD, the BWM also could be used to estimate the separation time of liquid-liquid systems with the different density. The principle of BWM in this experiment is analogous to distributions of the settling particles and floating particles. In this method, the initial buoyant mass of the weighing bar W0 depends on the droplets between the top and bottom of the weighing bar in a suspension. The initial density of suspension $\rho_0$, initial buoyant mass of the weighing bar W0, and initial apparent mass of the weighing bar Go in a suspension at t = 0 are given by the following equations.

$$\rho_0 = \rho_L + \frac{C_0}{\rho_p} (\rho_L - \rho_p) \quad (1)$$

$$W_0 = V_R \rho_0 \quad (2)$$

$$G_0 = V_R \rho_{\text{air}} - W_0 = V_R (\rho_{\text{air}} - \rho_0) \quad (3)$$

where $\rho_L$ and $\rho_p$ are the liquid density and droplet density, respectively. $C_0$ is the initial droplet mass.
concentration of suspension, $\rho_0$ is the density of the weighing bar in suspension, and $V_B$ is the volume of the weighing bar.

The droplet mass concentration of suspension $C(t)$ decreases with time because the large droplets settle. The density of suspension $\rho_s$, buoyant mass of the weighing bar $W$, and apparent mass of the weighing bar $G$ in a suspension at time $t$ are expressed as

$$\rho_s(t) = \rho_L + \frac{C(t)}{\rho_p} (\rho_p - \rho_L) \quad (4)$$

$$W(t) = V_B \rho_s(t) \quad (5)$$

$$G(t) = V_B \rho_B - W(t) = V_B (\rho_B - \rho_s(t)) \quad (6)$$

The droplet mass concentration of suspension $C(t)$ becomes zero once all the small droplets also settle. The final density of suspension $\rho_{so}$, final buoyant mass of the weighing bar $W_o$, and final apparent mass of the weighing bar $G_o$ in a suspension at $t = \infty$ are given by the following equations.

$$\rho_{so} = \rho_L \quad (7)$$

$$W_o = V_B \rho_L \quad (8)$$

$$G_o = V_B \rho_B - W_o = V_B (\rho_B - \rho_L) \quad (9)$$

Equation (10) shows the mass balance of droplets [13].

$$C_0 - C(t) = C_{R}\int_{x_{\min}}^{x_{\max}} f(x)dx + \int_{x_{\max}}^{x_{\inf}} \frac{v(x)}{h} f(x)dx \quad (10)$$

The left side in Eq. (10) is the quantity of droplets that move onto the bottom side of the weighing bar. The first term on the right side represents the mass of droplets larger than droplet size $x_i$, among the droplets that move, while the second term on the right side is the mass of droplets smaller than droplet size $x_i$, among the droplets that move. In the sedimentation balance theory [9], the mass frequency function of a given sample droplets is $f(x)$ where $x$ is the Stokes diameter. From Eqs. (2), (5), (8), and (10), Eq. (11) describes the mass balance of particles in a suspension [13].

$$W_0 - W(t) = (W_0 - W_o) \int_{x_{\min}}^{x_{\max}} f(x)dx + \int_{x_{\max}}^{x_{\inf}} \frac{v(x)}{h} f(x)dx \quad (11)$$

where $v(x)$ is the settling velocity of the droplet and $f(x)$ is the mass frequency of the droplet size $x$. Differentiating Eq. (11) with respect to the time $t$ gives

$$-\frac{dW}{dt} = (W_0 - W_o) v_{\max}^i \frac{v(x)}{h} f(x)dx \quad (12)$$

From Eqs. (11) and (12),

$$W = W_R + \left(\frac{dW}{dt}\right) t$$

The apparent mass of the weighing bar, which is given by Eq. (6), gradually increases from $G_0$ to $G_o$. The volume and density of the weighing bar are constant values. Differentiating Eq. (6) with respect to time $t$ gives

$$\frac{dG}{dt} = -\frac{dW}{dt} \quad (14)$$

Therefore, according to Eqs. (6), (13), and (14),

$$G = V_B \rho_B - W_R + \left(\frac{dG}{dt}\right) t = G_R + \left(\frac{dG}{dt}\right) t \quad (15)$$

where $G_R = V_B \rho_B - W_R$. The value of $G_R$ is calculated from the tangent line based on Eq. (15). The cumulative mass oversize is

$$R = 100 \int_x^{x_{\max}} f(x)dx = \frac{G_o - G_R}{G_o - G_s} \times 100 = 100 - D \quad (16)$$

where $D$ is the cumulative mass undersize. Droplets size $x$ is given by Stokes formula,

$$x = \sqrt{\frac{18 \mu_L v(x)}{g(\rho_L - \rho_p)}} \quad (17)$$

The settling velocity of the droplets $v(x)$ is calculated using Eq. (18)

$$v(x) = \frac{h}{t} \quad (18)$$

where $h$ is the length of the weighing bar and $t$ is the time lapse. From Eqs. (17), time $t$ is an inverse function of droplet size $x$. The DSD of the suspended droplets is calculated using the droplet size at each time and then plotting the corresponding cumulative mass undersize $D$. According to equations above, this study will try to investigate the DSD of water in kerosene by using BWM.

## 2 Materials and Methods

Figure 1 schematically illustrates this experiment. The weighing–tools was weighing–bar ($\phi$ 10.0 mm x 210.0 mm, submerged length: 200.0 mm) which was composed of aluminium (density: 2700 kg/m$^3$). The samples consist of kerosene ($\rho$ = 0.810 g/cm$^3$) and water ($\rho$ = 0.99708 g/cm$^3$) were placed in a 1000 ml of graduated cylinder with the ratio 99 % of kerosene and 1 % of water. In this experiment, the influence of graduated cylinder diameter also was investigated. The graduated cylinder used in this experiment were diameter of 65.0 mm and diameter of 60.0 mm. The
analytical balance (minimum readout mass 0.1 mg) had a below–balance–weighing hook for hanging measurement. Using a hanging wire, which did not extend due to the weight of the weighing bar, the weighing bar was hung from the analytical balance. The room temperature was approximately 298 K. After thoroughly stirring the suspension using an agitator, the weighing bar was set with the balance. The measuring data, which consist of time t and the corresponding mass of the bar Gb, were recorded. The measuring time was 1 hour and the data were collected in 1–second interval. After the measurement, the DSD was estimated based on the above–described theory. The Coulter counter method (Counter LS 100) was used as comparison method to measure DSD, and the gas chromatography was used to determine the purity of kerosene.

3 Results and Discussions

Figure 2 showed the change with time in the apparent mass of weighing-bar $G_b$ when ratio 99% : 1% of kerosene and water was used.

The graduated cylinder diameter of 65 mm was used in this experiment. The figure showed that the apparent mass of the weighing-bar increased until all the water settled below the lower end of the weighing-bar, and then the apparent mass of the weighing-bar became constant. The change in the apparent mass was due to the change in the buoyant mass against the weighing-bar as well as water settling [14]. We could see at figure 2 that the weighing-bar started to become constant at 300 seconds of experiment when the larger droplets had settled, and constant at 1500 seconds when the middle and small droplets also settled below the weighing-bar. By using the gas chromatography, the concentrations of kerosene were about 89.3359 % and 98.9741 % at 300 seconds and 1500 seconds, respectively. Thus, figure 2 showed us that the separation time of water-kerosene mixture could be detected by using BWM.

Figure 3 showed the DSD of water in kerosene by BWM when ratio 99% : 1% of kerosene and water was used. These DSD were estimated by Stokes formula. The result obtained by using BWM gave the similar result to that measured by Coulter counter method. Hence, BWM could measure DSD of water in kerosene by using Stokes formula when ratio 99% : 1% of kerosene and water was used.

Figure 4 showed the influence of graduated cylinder diameter in DSD determination of water in kerosene by using BWM when ratio 99% : 1%

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of experimental apparatus

Fig. 2. Apparent mass of the weighing-bar as a function of time when ratio of kerosene and water was 99 % : 1%

Fig. 3. The DSD of water in kerosene by using BWM when ratio of kerosene and water was 99 % : 1%

Fig. 4. Influence of graduated cylinder diameter in DSD determination of water in kerosene by using BWM when ratio of kerosene and water was 99 % : 1%
kerosene by using BWM when ratio of kerosene and water was 99% : 1%. The DSD obtained by using graduated cylinder diameter of 65.0 mm gave the closer result to that measured by a Coulter counter method than by using graduated cylinder diameter of 60.0 mm. It was caused the wall effect and sectional area ratio of weighing bar and graduated cylinder influenced the migration velocity of droplet [15].

4 Conclusions

We have experimentally investigated the application of BWM to measure the DSD and optimal time of water-kerosene separation. From this study, the following results were obtained:
1. The BWM could determine the separation time of kerosene-water mixture when ratio 99% : 1% of kerosene and water was used.
2. The BWM could be used to measure the DSD of water in kerosene when ratio 99% : 1% of kerosene and water was used, and the precision of the DSD by using BWM is comparable to that obtained by a Coulter counter method.
3. The BWM used graduated cylinder diameter of 65.0 mm gave the closer result to that measured by Coulter counter method than using graduated cylinder diameter of 60.0 mm.
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